
Special Meeting: September 11th meeting, 2020 

In Attendance via Zoom: 

Roy Beckham, Stepanie Rhodes, Chief Dossey, William Calvert, Tonya Calvert 

Chief Dossey spoke about event in Dallas. Discussed Illinois Chiefs. Body cameras aren’t mandatory in 
Illinois, but have outline guidelines for having it if Police choose to go with it. Pekin was not in a position 
to acquire body cameras. Camera are relatively cheap, but the money for storage and staffing. There 
was nothing in the market that did storage effectively. In the midst of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. 
Axon came out and demo the body cameras for us before George Floyd happened. We’re mandated to 
have interview rooms, video in squad cars. Police did not want to have 10 different systems. Going to 
add the body cameras for $18,000. It’s what turns the cameras on. We don’t want the responsibility of 
having the officers of having the option to turn on the body cameras. We have the option to purchase 
the body cameras that turn on automatically through the use of Bluetooth. We’ll have multiple angles of 
an incident, should we ever be involved in officer involved incidents. Deploying tasers will also trigger 
body cameras. The new system is more efficient. Right now we have to burn multiple dvds burned. The 
purchase of the cameras eliminate the need to do so. Its only $18,000 more than what we pay for now. 
Department of Justice compliant.  

Current interview system is end of life equipment. In car video. Haven’t had new cars in the past three 
years. Makes sense. Comprehensive review of our fixed system.  

What currently pay annually, to maintain system ,we paid $119,000 on fixed cost already. 

With Axon current proposal, to add body cam and evidence is$137,000 in change. Additional money to 
add triggers.  

Initially wrote out, but Chief and City Manager supports it and wants it back into the budget.  

Bill commented on a great job the chief did with explaining cost.   

Chief went on to explain the ongoing support by Axon with supplying new material or equipment every 
year. 

Floor was opened for further questions and public comment. No further questions. 

Beckham motioned for support of the City of Pekin to purchase body cameras for Pekin Police 
Department. Motioned seconded by Tonya Calvert. All in attendance vote yes. None opposed. 

Motion to Adjourn by Beckham. 2nd by Chief Dossey. 

 


